
Twin Tune Select (TTS) 
 

Where From: 90TTZ 
Price: $100 
Product Description: Module fitted to the factory ECU that allows instantaneous 
selection between two totally independent programs. 
Product Review By: Benny_C 
 
I ordered a TTS unit from Karl (90TTZ) and whacked it in today and it certainly 
lives up to what he promised this unit would be! It's probably the simplest and 
quickest mod I've ever done to my Zed, with one of the best features. 
 
In case some people don't know what this unit does, it is a very small daughter 
board that plugs into your ECU in place of the old EPROM (assuming your ECU 
has been socketed). On top of this board sits the new EPROM. Now the EPROM 
that Karl programs and supplies with the unit can actually house 2 completely 
separate tunes to your request. Tunes are selected "on the fly" by connecting the 
supplied wire to a switchable 12+ supply. 
 

 
 
I requested Karl to burn a copy of my existing aggressive tune and also an 
"economy" tune that can safely run on 91RON fuel that Karl has developed. I also 
have a Turbosmart Dual Stage Boost Controller that has a switch in the cabin to 
change between 2 boost stages. I wired in a "single-pole/double-throw" toggle 
switch and made it so when the switch is on, I've got the aggressive tune and full 
boost - and switch off I get the economy tune and 10psi, perfect for what I want 
it for. 

Pros and Cons 

I highly recommend these units as it works perfectly and I've tested the results in 
Datascan and you can literally see the timing maps change when you flick the 
switch. After having extensive discussions with Karl it turns out this item could be 
used in many applications, a couple of which he is working on is a launch control 
system and a N2O tune which the module was originally developed for. 
 
As for cons, I can't fault it. 

Cheers, Benny_C 


